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What is Tricolore?
Tricolore (Tricolor) is the symbol for every Italian 
of their Nation, and there is nothing better than 
Tricolore to distinguish a product entirely made 
in Italy.

Tricolore  is a young, fresh and elegant brand.

The finest quality leathers and the attention 
to the detail allow today’s modern, dynamic 
riders to enjoy comfort and practicality, without 
forgoing elegance and quality.  Tricolore boots 
are practical and versatile, designed and 
produced in Italy.  They reflect “Italian style” and 
make it available to everybody. 

What are you waiting for?  Choose your own 
Tricolore boots!
 
Tricolore: one name, three certainties.
Names hold a deep meaning, they embrace the 
nature of what they indicate. Why Tricolore?
Because the Italian flag is made of three colors 
and for every Italian “Tricolore” is the word 
that stands for Italy. “Tricolore” distinguishes a 
product entirely made in Italy and handcrafted 
by skilled artisans;
Because there are three steps on the podium 
that every athlete wants to climb;
Because three essential features characterize 
our boots:  comfort, elegance, durability.

And we are sure that everyone can find at least 
three more reasons to wear a Tricolore! 



Quick black Smooth black

Quick brown Smooth brown

Quick blue Smooth blue

Amabile field (S3312) and Dress (S3311) Soft-
textured calfskin leather available in black, 
brown and blue navy, YKK rear zipper, bottom 
zip guard, Elastic panel along back zipper allows 
for a comfortable, conforming fit, removable 
insole with activated carbon absorbs shock. 
Available without front fastening (mod. S3311).

Amabile Italia
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Amabile field (S3312) and Dress (S3311) Soft-
textured calfskin leather available in black, 
brown and blue navy, YKK rear zipper, bottom 
zip guard, Elastic panel along back zipper allows 
for a comfortable, conforming fit, removable 
insole with activated carbon absorbs shock. 
Available without front fastening (mod. S3311).

Leccese
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Quick black Smooth black

Quick brown Smooth brown

Quick blue Smooth blue



Apulia Field and Dress. Calfskin leather, YKK 
rear zipper, bottom zip guard, Elastic panel 
along back zipper allows for a comfortable,
conforming fit. Removable insole with activated
carbon absorbs shock. Leather sole but can be 
ordered also with Easy Ride rubber molded sole. 

Apulia
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Smooth black

Smooth brown

Smooth blue



Black calfskin leather, YKK front inside rear 
zipper, hard outside, reinforced heel and Easy 
Ride rubber molded.

Messapico
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Smooth black

Smooth brown

Smooth blue



Romeo Field and Dress Soft-grainy black 
calfskin leather, YKK rear zipper, front 
fastening, brushed blue leather details, punched 
holes design with grey reflecting pipings over 
toe cap, elastic panel all along the zipper to 
allow an easy fitting. Reflective pipings are 
available in grey, black and brown, leather sole 
but can be ordered also with Easy Ride rubber 
molded sole.

Romeo
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Quick black Smooth black

Quick brown Smooth brown

Quick blue Smooth blue



Giulietta Field and Dress Soft-textured calfskin 
leather available in black, brown and blue 
navy, YKK rear zipper, bottom zip guard, front 
fastening, shiny leather details, punched holes 
design over toe cap, with Swarovski crystals on 
side strap. Elastic panel all along the zipper to 
allow an easy fitting,You can choose your shiny 
leather details among the colors available in our 
catalog. Leather sole but can be ordered also 
with Easy Ride rubber molded sole.

Giulietta
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Quick black Smooth black

Quick brown Smooth brown

Quick blue Smooth blue



Quick black Smooth black

Quick brown Smooth brown

Quick blue Smooth blue

Salentino Field and Dress
Soft-textured calfskin leather available in black, 
brown and blue navy, YKK rear zipper, bottom 
zip guard, Top piping and piping over toe cap in 
shiny.

Salentino
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Details personalization Salentino
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Stella

Glitter

Lucidi

Regal

Patent

Bolgheri

Sakara
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Short boots in calfskin leather,
punched holes design on the whole 
foot section, front fastening, rear 
zipper, leather sole. Available in 
colors Black and Choco.   

Giunone
Short boots in calfskin leather, 
with front zipper, side elastic, 
leather sole. Available in colors 
Black and Choco. 

Giove






